Work-loads on clinical chemistry laboratories are rising proportionately faster than technicians can be recruited to carry out this work.
Inevitably, the demands for laboratory investigations will rise still further in the future. In consequence, the already heavy pressure on laboratory workers will increase and there is danger that this pressure may adversely affect standards of analytical precision.
By the more extensive use of work simplification devices or mechanised techniques of analysis, it is likely that the required increase in output can be achieved. However, it is necessary to ensure that high standards of analytical precision are also maintained by the techniques adopted.
We have tried critically to compare the merits of some work simplification devices at present commercially available with the AutoAnalyzer and manual methods of analysis.
Using work study methods, we have compared the labour expended and the analytical precision achieved by manual, work simplified, and Auto-Analyzer techniques for the determination of six blood constituents.
Batches of 24 specimens were investigated. This number was chosen as being large enough to yield sufficient data for statistical treatment, but probably too small for tedium to exert an appreciable effect on the analyst's performance.
The sodium, potassium, total protein, albumin, iron and heemoglobin content of the specimens was determined.
Some economy in labour was achieved by using work simplification devices compared with the corresponding manual method without loss of analytical precision.
When larger batches (120 specimens) were analysed, the work simplified techniques were significantly more economical of labour than when small batches (24 specimens) were analysed.
During the course of analysing a batch of 120 specimens for potassium, the precision of the manual and work simplified techniques fell progressively.
A similar experiment was carried out in which total protein was determined. The work simplified technique was again significantly more economical of labour when 120 specimens were analysed than when only 24 specimens were analysed.
Again, the precrsion of the work simplified technique was lower at the end of the batch than at the beginning. On this occasion the precision of the manual method fell more than that of the work simplified method.
In both experiments involving 120 specimens, the AutoAnalyzer's precision remained consistently high throughout the batch.
Work simplified techniques have advantages to offer over conventional manual techniques; they are more economical of labour and are at least equally precise. However, before they are introduced, they should be carefully investigated to ensure that .the benefit gained in economy of labour is not out-weighed by a fall in analytical precision when large batches are analysed.
Our material is too small to justify drawing rigid conclusions. However, it suggests that the AutoAnalyzer may be more effective than work simplified techniques in sustaining high standards of analytical precision over large batches of repetitive analyses.
COMMUNICATION Low Serum Potassium Levels
A. T. HOWARTH BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY, ROYAL INFIRMARY, BRADFORD, 9 There are many causes of decreased serum retrospect the causes are apparent, but at the potassium levels. Recently three patients with time the situation was complicated as the patients persistently low serum potassium levels have been had convinced the clinicians of the truth of observed in this laboratory, and in each case the statements which conflicted with the biochemical cause has been difficult to elucidate because of evidence. inaccurate histories given by the patients. In
